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ABSTRACT 

We propose a new authentication method combining ac-
tions and spatiotemporal information such as location, 
elapsed time, and travel distance. To be authenticated, a 
user performs certain actions at certain intervals defined 
with spatiotemporal information. For example, a user is 
authenticated when he/she pushes a button 5 times while 
going from point A to point B, pushes it 3 times while 
going from point B to point C, and pushes it 1 time while 
going from point C to point D. The proposed method is 
suitable for users who enter important places such as a se-
cret data storage room, or a nuclear power plant. The ad-
vantage of the proposed method is high security. It is very 
difficult for others to recognize a moving user’s actions and 
intervals defined with spatiotemporal information. We ex-
perimented to confirm the feasibility of the proposed me-
thod, and the results showed that the proposed method can 
be used for authentication. 
 

Keywords: Authentication, Action, Spatiotemporal Infor-
mation, Location, Speed 

1 I
TRODUCTIO
 

User authentication by entering a password with a key-
board is a common method [13], however, it is not a very 
safe one because a password can be discovered by others 
through shoulder surfing. Therefore, better safety authenti-
cation methods have been proposed, such as smart card and 
biometrics authentication. 
In smart card authentication [4] users are authenticated 

with a smart card that it is difficult to replicate. But there 
are some risks in that a smart card can be stolen. Although a 
user can disable his/her smart card when he/she notices it 
missing, the stolen smart card could be used for authentica-
tion before he/she notices the fact [7]. Biometrics authenti-
cation uses the fingerprint [6] or the iris [1] to authenticate 
users. Biometrics authentication is safe because it is diffi-
cult to replicate biometrics and impossible to steal them. 
However, biometrics authentication has some demerits. 
There is a possibility that a biometrics authentication sys-
tem erroneously authenticates users with imitations [9]. 
Biometrics information cannot be disabled even if biome-

trics information leaks because it cannot be changed. More-
over, some biometrics authentication hardware requires 
installation space. 
The defects of smart card authentication and biometrics 

authentication should be covered when high security is 
needed (e.g. authenticating the user who enters important 
places such as a secret data storage room, a military instal-
lation, or a nuclear power plant). The easy way to cover the 
defects is using two authentication methods (two factor 
authentication [14]). Two factor authentication usually uses 
an authentication method based on “What you know” in 
combination with an authentication method based on “What 
you have.” Smart card authentication and biometrics au-
thentication are authentication methods based on “What 
you have.” 
We propose a new authentication method that combines 

actions and spatiotemporal information such as location, 
time, and distance.1 With the proposed method, a user per-
forms specific actions on several sections that are defined 
by location, time, or distance. As shown in Figure 1, a user 
pushes the button 5 times between points A and B, 3 times 
between points B and C, and 1 time between points C and 
D to be authenticated.  
The proposed method is an authentication method based 

on “What you know,” and is suitable for two factor authen-
tication when smart card authentication or biometrics au-
thentication is used. The proposed method covers the de-
fects of smart card authentication and biometrics authenti-
cation because it is robust against shoulder surfing, does not 
need a smart card that has the possibility of theft, and secret 
information for authentication can be changed. Our method 
can be used without other authentication methods. The pro-
posed method is assumed to be used for authenticating a 
user who wants to be authenticated on their destination, and 
does not require any installation space around an entrance 
where authentication is needed. 
The advantage of the proposed method is high security. 

Because the proposed method uses a combination of spati-
otemporal information and actions as secret information for 
authentication, simple and quiet actions can be used for 
authentication. It is difficult for others to identify simple 
                                                           
1 This research was partially supported by a Grant-in-Aid for 21st 
Century COE Research (NAIST-IS Ubiquitous Networked Media 
Computing). 
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and quiet actions of a moving user. The proposed method is 
more vulnerable to shoulder surfing than entering a pass-
word with a keyboard. When entering a password at one 
place is used for authentication, secret information of many 
users can be gotten by hidden camera. In the proposed me-
thod, an attacker should mark each user to get secret infor-
mation. Even if the attacker did so, he/she would hardly get 
it because authentication actions are difficult to observe and 
he/she does not know which spatiotemporal information is 
used for authentication. 

The proposed method can be easily extended and enhance 
security because a user can make complex secret informa-
tion by changing the combination of spatiotemporal infor-
mation and actions. In addition, the proposed method con-
ceals itself and that enhances security. For example, when 
smart card authentication and the proposed method is used 
for authentication and others see that a smart card is used at 
an entrance, they would think the smart card is used for 
authentication but would not notice our method is used.  

In what follows, section 2 defines the terms of the pro-
posed authentication method and section 3 explains the 
structure of the system based on the proposed method. Sec-
tion 4 reports an experiment to confirm the feasibility of the 
proposed method. Section 5 discusses usability and security 
of the proposed method and section 6 introduces related 
works. Section 7 concludes the paper with a summary and 
some future topics. 

2 AUTHE�TICATIO� METHOD COM-
BI�I�G SPATIOTEMPORAL I�FOR-

MATIO� A�D ACTIO�S 
2.1 Definition of Spatiotemporal Information 
In this section, we define spatiotemporal information used 

in the proposed method. First of all, some basic terms are 
introduced for definition. 
• Location: We define location pi as follows: 

pi := (xi, yi, zi)      
 xi:=latitude of the location 
 yi:=longitude of the location 
 zi:=altitude of the location.   (1) 
The location is the place where a user is at one time, 
identified with a tuple of latitude, longitude and altitude. 

• Travel distance: Travel distance is defined as a sum of 
the Euclidean distance from one point to another point. 
When a user goes from pj1 to pjn by a series of pj2, …, 
pjn-1, the definition of distj is given as follows: 
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In the equation, EuclideanDist(pk, pk+1) is the Euclidean 
distance between Location pk and pk+1. 

• Elapsed time: Elapsed time is defined as follows: 
 timej := tjn - tj1 .    (3) 
In the equation, tj1 is a time when a user is at pj1, and tjn 
is a time when a user is at pjn in the same way. 

• Spatiotemporal information: The definition of spati-
otemporal information spctmpj is given as follows: 
spctmpj := {(pj1, … , pjn) , timej} .  (4) 

2.2 Definition of the Authentication Interval 
The three kinds of authentication interval intervalj are de-

fined based on spatiotemporal information spctmpj as fol-
lows. 
• Location-based authentication interval: a location-

based interval from pj1 to location pjn. 
• Time-based authentication interval: a time-based 

interval from the time of elapsedTimej to the time of 
elapsedTimej+1. elapsedTimej is defined as follows: 
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• Distance-based authentication interval: an interval 
based on total distance after starting authentication. in-
tervalj is defined as the difference of totalDistj and to-
talDistj+1. 
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2.3 Definition of the Authentication Point 
The authentication point pointj is defined as the authenti-

cation interval that turns down to a minimum. Three differ-

Authentication
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Figure 1: Example of authentication by the proposed me-

thod. 
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ent kinds of definition of authentication point are given 
below.  
• Location-based authentication point: pointj is defined 

by location pj. 
• Time-based authentication point: pointj is defined by 

elapsedTimej. 
• Distance-based authentication point: pointj is defined 

by totalDistj. 

2.4 Definition of the Authentication Action 
In the proposed method, a user repeatedly performs some 

actions on an authentication interval intervalj or an authen-
tication point pointj to be authenticated. We call the actions 
“Authentication action actj.” Authentication action actj is 
defined by the combination of operation status values. The 
definition of operation status is shown below. 
• Operation status: stsi is operation status at the time ti. 

At least, operation status stsi must be a two-valued vari-
able. 

• Authentication action: The authentication action actj is 
given as follows: 
actj := (stsj1, …, stsji, …, stsjm) .   (7) 
(stsj1, …, stsji, …, stsjm) means a sequence of operation 
statuses and an index m is the number of operation sta-
tuses that the authentication action has. In the case of 
using the authentication point, the number of operation 
status m is 1. 
When the authentication interval is used, the number of 
authentication action patterns is larger than the number 
of operation status patterns. For example, if pushing a 
button is used for the authentication action, the values 
of stsji are “pushing” or “not pushing.” By using “n 
times button pushing” as an authentication action, mul-
tiple patterns of authentication action can be defined. “n 
times button pushing” can be used only when the au-
thentication interval is used. On the other hand, in the 
case of using the authentication point, the number of 
elements included in actj is one. Hence, the number of 
authentication patterns is less than the number of the 
patterns of stsji. 

2.5 Authenticating a User 
As with the password authentication method, a user has to 

set the secret information that is necessary to be authenti-
cated. In the proposed method, two different kinds of secret 
information are defined. Those are (1) the combination of 
sequences of authentication intervals (interval1, … , inter-
valj, … , intervalns) and authentication actions (act1, … , 
actj, … , actns), and (2) the combination of sequences of 
authentication points (point1, … , pointj, … , pointnp) and 
authentication actions (act1, … , actj, … , actnp). A user will 

be authenticated when his/her actions correspond with ac-
tions defined as secret information at all the intervals or the 
points. 

2.6 Definitions of Terms 
Terms used in this paper are defined as below. 

• Attacker: a person who attempts authentication despite 
that he/she is not allowed authentication.  

• Client: a terminal computer used by users when they 
attempt authentication. The client measures a user’s 
spatiotemporal information and action status and sends 
them to a server. 

• Server: a host computer that authenticates users. The 
server receives a user’s spatiotemporal information and 
action status from a client and authenticates a user with 
them. 

• Authentication retry rate: probability that a user re-
tries authentication actions because of failure of authen-
tication actions. 

• Authentication fault rate: probability that users think 
their authentication actions are done correctly but the 
system recognizes they are incorrect and users fail to be 
authenticated. 

3 THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM 
BASED O$ THE PROPOSED METHOD 

3.1 Authentication Procedure 
This chapter explains the authentication procedure of the 

system based on the proposed method. We decided system 
specifications as follows. 
• Each user has a user ID. 

Using the user ID, the system identifies the secret in-
formation of each user. 

Session ID

User ID

Authentication Result

Session ID, 
Spatiotemporal 

Information, Actions

User :Client :Server

BeginAuthentication()

Session ID

EndAuthentication()

Authentication Result

  
Figure 2: Authentication procedure using the proposed 

method. 
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• Make session ID on each authentication. 
Without a session ID, if an attacker knows the user ID, 
the attacker can be authenticated when a user passes the 
last authentication interval (or point) and not arrive at 
the destination. 

• The client does not have any secret information for 
authentication. 
This is to prevent an attacker from stealing the client 
and knowing secret information. 

Following the specifications, we designed the authentica-
tion procedure as follows. 
(Step 1) The client sends the user ID to the server. 
(Step 2) The client accepts the session ID from the server. 
(Step 3) The client sends the user’s spatiotemporal infor-

mation and action status with the session ID to the 
server.  

(Step 4) When the user arrives at the destination, the client 
sends the session ID to finish authentication. 

Figure 2 shows the authentication procedure based on the 
proposed method. To avoid communications between a 
server and a client being intercepted, data in steps 1 to 4 
should be encrypted. In step 1, if a client device has a 
unique ID, it can be used instead of a user ID. 

3.2 Settings of the Authentication Action 
The proposed method adopts actions whose operation sta-

tus stsji has at least two variations. We proposed two au-
thentication actions described below. 
Authentication action based on button status 

We apply button operations to an authentication action. It 
is difficult for an attacker to identify whether a button is 
pushed or not. To use the button operations, a small device 
like a mouse button, or buttons on a PDA or mobile phone 
are needed. When n buttons are used for authentication, 
operation status stsji has 2n patterns. For example, when n is 
2, stsji has 4 patterns like “button 1 and button 2 are 
pushed”, “button 1 is pushed and button 2 is not pushed”, 
“button 1 is not pushed and button 2 is pushed”, “button 1 
and button 2 are not pushed”. Using authentication intervals, 
operation statuses stsji like “push button n times” or “push 
button for n seconds” can be set. 
Authentication action based on mobile speed 

We use mobile speed for setting stsji. Mobile speed is 
measured by the wheel revolution of a car or a two-wheeled 
vehicle, or calculated with the succession of motion data. 
With the combination of mobile speed and authentication 
points, the operation status such as “passing through an 
authentication point pointj at a speed of vj kilometer per 
hour (km/h)” or “passing through an authentication point 
pointj over vjmin km/h and at up to vjmax km/h” can be set.  

Because mobile speed is changed not discretely but conti-
nuously, the combination of mobile speed and the authenti-
cation interval lowers the security of authentication. If “a 
user moves over vj1km/h speed and at up to vj2 km/h speed 
on an authentication interval intervalj” were set as an au-
thentication action, an attacker would be authenticated suc-
cessfully, changing mobile speed from lower speed to high-
er speed gradually.  

When combined with authentication intervals, actions 
whose operation status cannot change discretely should be 
used with actions whose operation status can change dis-
cretely (e.g. an action of pushing a button). For example, 
with combining pushing button and mobile speed, “a user 
should move at 10km/h when pushing the button the first 
time, and at 15km/h when pushing the button a second 
time” can be set as an authentication action. 

In this paper, when “passing through an authentication 
point pointj at a speed of vjkm/h” is set as an authentication 
action, we name vj as appointed speed, and the user’s ac-
tual passing speed at pointj as passing speed. Mobile speed 
of a pedestrian is not appropriate for the authentication ac-
tion because it has a small speed range.  

Various actions can be applied as the authentication ac-
tion. For example, actions based on rotation speed or angle 
are applied as an authentication action. Moreover, invisible 
operation status of actions like “holding breath, inhaling, or 
exhaling” can be applied as an authentication action using a 
sensor. However, it is not appropriate for the proposed me-
thod to use unusual and noticeable actions like the tracing 
of a PDA in the air [11] because that gives clues of authen-
tication intervals or points to the attacker. 

3.3 Examples of Secret Information Settings 
This chapter illustrates examples of secret information 

settings (combination of authentication intervals and ac-

 

GoalStart

Interval1
From A
to B

Act1
Push
5 Times

Interval2
From B
to C

Interval3
From C
to D

Interval4
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A B C D E
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Push
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Act3
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1 Time

Act4
Push
2 Times  

 

Figure 3: Example of secret information using location 
and pushing a button. 
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Figure 4: Example of secret information using  
speed and time. 
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tions, or authentication points and actions), and a user’s 
behavior to be authenticated. 
• Four successive authentication intervals are set with 

location information, and the user pushes a button 
on each interval. 
Figure 3 is an example of the setting. In this example, to 
be authenticated successfully, a user should pass 
through points A, B, C, and D in sequence, and push a 
button five times between points A and B, three times 
between B and C, one time between C and D, and two 
times between D and E. 

• Four authentication points are set with time infor-
mation, and the user passes through the points at the 
appointed speed. �
Figure 4 is an example of the setting. In this example, to 
be authenticated successfully, a user should move at 10 
kilometers per hour (km/h) after 30 seconds from start-
ing authentication, 20km/h after 60 seconds, 15km/h af-
ter 90 seconds, and 25km/h after 120 seconds.  

When using authentication points (or intervals) with loca-
tion information outside, backup secret information should 
be set in case the user cannot pass through one of authenti-
cation points due to road construction. 

3.4 Informing User of Current Status  
If the authentication system uses time or distance infor-

mation to set authentication points or intervals, it should 
show time information (elapsed time since starting authen-
tication) or distance information (travel distance from start-
ing authentication) to the user attempting authentication by 
some means. 
When a walking user attempts authentication, it is not 

very secure to show time or distance information on a mo-
bile device like a PDA. The attacker could speculate about 
authentication points or intervals by seeing that the user 
refers to the device around certain places. To enhance secu-
rity of walking user authentication, time information or 
distance information is given to a user by a head-mounted 
display or headphones. 
On the contrary, if a user attempting authentication rides a 

car or a two-wheeled vehicle, it is safe for time or distance 
information to be shown on a device located by the speed 
indicator. In this case, the user moves his/her eyes only 
when referring to the device, and therefore it is not conspi-
cuous. Additionally it is natural for the user to refer to the 
speed indicator.  

3.5 Setting of the Margin 
The authentication point needs a margin in case a user’s 

action deviates from an authentication point. For example, 
if an authentication point is set as 30 seconds after starting 
authentication and a margin is set as 5 seconds, a user is 
allowed to perform an authentication action during 25 and 

35 seconds after starting authentication. The system based 
on the proposed method has the margin with radius pMar-
gin for the location-based authentication point, tMargin 
seconds margin for the time-based authentication point, and 
dMargin long margin for the distance-based authentication 
point. 
The authentication system based on the proposed method 

should also consider measurement error. When using loca-
tion information to set authentication points or intervals, the 
system based on the proposed method needs not only 
pMargin but also the margin pError for location measure-
ment error. If the location measurement error were large, 
the system would recognize that the user who actually 
passed through an authentication point pointi did not pass 
through pointi and the user would fail to be authenticated. 
The system recognizes that a user passed through pointi if 
he/she passed through pointi with pMargin+pError radius. 
Although distance information also has measurement er-

ror, distance information does not require error margin. 
Users perform authentication actions, referring to distance 
information given by the system, which includes measure-
ment error. For example, when actual travel distance is 90 
meters and measured travel distance is 100 meters, the user 
is informed that travel distance is 100 meters and he/she 
does not know the actual travel distance. 
When using mobile speed at an authentication point as an 

authentication action, the system needs the margin consi-
dering the error α and β described below. 
• Absolute value of difference between appointed 

speed and passing speed (α) 
Small α shows that a user can control passing speed. If 
α were large and the margin small, the possibility of re-
trying the authentication action (authentication retry 
rate) would be higher. 

• Absolute value of between passing speed and speed 
that a user recognizes as passing speed (β) 
Although measured speed is shown to the user, mobile 
speed varies frequently and therefore the user may mi-
sread mobile speed at the authentication point. Small β 
shows that a user perceives mobile speed precisely. If β 
were large and the margin small, the possibility of retry-
ing authentication (authentication fault rate) would be 
higher. 

Considering α and β, when the appointed speed is vj km/h 
at an authentication point pointj, the system recognizes that 
a user whose passing speed at pointj is vj km/h±vMargin 
satisfies the appointed speed. 

3.6 Requirement of Devices 
When using location information for authentication, the 

system based on the proposed method needs a device that 
can measure the location of a user attempting authentication. 
When a user attempts authentication outdoors, the client 
needs a GPS unit that can measure the user’s location. 
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When a user attempts authentication indoors, the authenti-
cation system based on the proposed method needs a sys-
tem that measures the user’s location by radio waves from 
the client [8]. 
If distance information is used for authentication, required 

devices are the same as using location information because 
distance information is able to be obtained by using loca-
tion information. When a user rides a car or a two-wheeled 
vehicle, travel distance is also measured with the rotation 
number of the wheels and in this case the client needs a 
device that measures the rotation number of wheels. If the 
system authenticates a walking user with distance informa-
tion, pedometer measurement can be used instead of travel 
distance by embedding a pedometer in the client. Time in-
formation does not require a specific device because most 
electronic devices have a timer. 
The client needs a mobile communication device to 

communicate with the server. The client also needs the de-
vice to measure the operation status described in section 3.2, 
and the device described in section 3.4, which gives time or 
distance information to the user. 

3.7 Retry of Authentication Actions 
When using location information to set authentication in-

tervals or points, a user once moves to out of intervalj (or 
pointj) and moves to intervalj again to retry an authentica-
tion action at intervalj. 
If the system based on the proposed method uses time or 

distance information to set authentication points or intervals, 
a timer or an odometer is reset at a certain interval to retry 
authentication. For example, when the system resets 
elapsed time at 60 seconds, and 20 and 30 seconds from 
starting authentication are set as authentication points, the 
system checks a user’s action at 20 seconds until it corres-
ponds with the correct authentication action. After it cor-
responds with the correct authentication action, the system 
checks user’s action at 30 seconds in the same way. 
When authentication takes a long time, usability is en-

hanced instead of lowering security slightly by telling a 
user whether authentication actions performed are correct 
or incorrect on the way to the destination. The system tells 
a user whether performed authentication actions are correct 
or incorrect after a certain period of time (or distance), but 
not tell after passing through an authentication point (or 
interval) to avoid that an attacker gets a clue of the authen-
tication point (or interval). 

4 EXPERIME�T 
4.1 Overview 
We experimented to confirm the availability of our au-

thentication method. In chapter 3, we explained two kinds 
of authentication action: (1) authentication action based on 

mobile speed, (2) authentication action based on button 
status. We measured two metrics described below when the 
system based on the proposed method adopts these actions: 

(a) authentication retry rate 
(b) authentication failure rate. 
To minimize the influence of measurement errors, we 

chose a time-based authentication point since its measure-
ment error is less than the others. Experiment tasks are de-
signed not only to measure the authentication retry rate and 
authentication failure rate, but also to illuminate measure-
ment errors and appropriate margins (see section 3.5). The 
details of the experiments are described as follows. 

4.2 Authentication experiment using mobile 
speed as an authentication action 
Experimental Procedure 
The experiment was conducted in the following manner 

to examine error α and β, and relationships among vMargin, 
authentication retry rate, and authentication failure rate. 
(Step 1)  An authentication point was set at 30 seconds 

after starting authentication. Each subject performed a 
practice run about twice and set the appointed speed 
arbitrarily. 

(Step 2)  A subject tried to pass the authentication point at 
the appointed speed. 

(Step 3)  A subject marked the passing speed at the authen-
tication point. 

(Step 4)  Repeated step 2 and step 3 10 times. 
We asked 8 subjects to try the experimental authentica-

tion by bicycle on a straight road. During the trial, current 
speed and elapsed time were shown on the PDA fixed on 
the bicycle. Current speed was measured by GPS unit every 
second. Note that displaying the actual speed had consider-
able time lag, and subjects were told about this phenome-
non before their trials. 
Results of the experiment 
Boxplots of error α and β are shown in  
Figure 5. Error α shows the difference between the ap-

pointed speed and the passing speed recorded on PDAs. 
14.9% of α are larger than 1.0km/h, and 4.1% of α are larg-
er than 1.5km/h. Error β is the difference between the rec-
orded speed and the speed that was marked by subjects at 
step 3. 6.8% of β are greater than 0.5km/h, and 1.4% of β 
are greater than 1.0km/h. 
In the case where vMargin is set as 1.0km/h, the authenti-

cation retry rate is 14.9% because 14.9% of α are greater 
than 1.0km/h. The authentication failure rate is 2.7%, and 
the rate is calculated by cases in which subjects erroneously 
recognize that α is less than 1.0km/h due to error β, al-
though α is actually greater than 1.0km/h. The same as 
above, when vMargin is set as 1.5km/h, the authentication 
retry rate is 5.0%, and the authentication failure rate is 0%. 
The authentication retry rate and authentication failure 

rate increase n times when n authentication points are de-
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fined. In the case where authentication points are four and 
vMargin is 1.5km/h, the authentication retry rate is 20.0%, 
and the authentication failure rate is 0%, for instance. Note 
that the authentication retry rate is the probability of retry-
ing an authentication action at at least one authentication 
point (or interval), not the probability of retrying authenti-
cation from the start. On the contrary, the authentication 
failure rate is the probability of retrying authentication from 
the start. The time lag of displaying current speed can be 
lessened by measuring the current speed with the rotation 
speed of the wheels, and that may make the authentication 
retry rate and the authentication failure rate smaller. As a 
result of the experiment, authentication action based on 
mobile speed is available. 

4.3 Authentication experiment using button 
pushing as an authentication action 
Experimental Procedure 

The experiment was conducted as below to illustrate the 
relationship between tMargin and the authentication failure 
rate. 
(Step 1)  Each subject set two authentication points by time 

between 1 second and 30 seconds. 
(Step 2)  Each subject tried to push a button at the authenti-

cation points. 
(Step 3)  Each subject marked points where he/she failed to 

push a button. 
(Step 4)  Each subject repeated steps 2 and 3, 10 times. 

We asked 10 subjects to try the experimental authentica-
tion by walking on a straight road. Each subject touched a 
GUI button displayed on a PDA screen, instead of pushing 
an actual button. During the trials, each subject held a PDA, 
watched the elapsed time shown on the screen, and pushed 

the button at authentication points. The PDA recorded the 
elapsed time when subjects pushed the button. 
Results of the experiment 

When tMargin is set as 0 seconds, the authentication retry 
rate is 7.5%. The rate is the probability that subjects fail to 
push the button at an authentication point and retry pushing 
the button at the point. The authentication failure rate is 
3.5%. The rate is the probability that subjects erroneously 
think that they pushed the button at an authentication point, 
while they actually failed to push the button at the authenti-
cation point. The same as above, when tMargin is set at 1 
second, the authentication retry rate is 4.5%, and the au-
thentication failure rate is 1.0%. None of the subjects 
pushed the button before they passed authentication points, 
and therefore there is no need to set tMargin before authen-
tication points. 

 If authentication points are four and tMargin is set as 1 
second, the authentication retry rate is 18.0%, and the au-
thentication failure rate is 4.0%. Note that the authentica-
tion retry rate is the probability of retrying the authentica-
tion action at at least one authentication point (or interval), 
not the probability of retrying authentication from the start. 
Some subjects mentioned the button on the LCD screen is 
not suitable for pushing. Using a decent button may make 
the authentication retry rate and authentication failure rate 
smaller. The result of this experiment shows that authenti-
cation action based on button pushing is available. 

5 DISCUSSIO� 
The proposed method has a large number of combinations 

of secret information. The number of combinations of se-
cret information is the “number of authentication action 
patterns × the number of authentication interval (or point) 
patterns”. For example, if 4 authentication intervals are set 
and an authentication action is set as pushing a button from 
1 to 10 times, the number of authentication action patterns 
is 104 = 10,000 and the number of combinations of secret 
information is “10,000 × the number of the authentication 
interval patterns”. The number of authentication interval (or 
point) patterns is increased by extending the distance (or 
time) from the beginning of authentication to the end. 
Though in our experiment we set time for authentication as 
30 seconds to make the experiment easy, time for authenti-
cation should be set as more than 60 seconds to enhance 
security in actual use. 

In our experiment, we did not examine FAR (False Ac-
ceptance Rate), which is often used to evaluate biometrics 
authentication, because the FAR of the proposed method 
depends on the number of combinations of secret informa-
tion, which can be increased by changing authentication 
interval (or point) patterns or authentication action patterns. 
The FRR (False Rejection Rate) is almost the same as the 
authentication failure rate. 
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Figure 5: Boxplots of error α and β. 
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In the proposed method, the amount of secret information 
that the user should remember to be authenticated tends to 
be larger than other authentication methods. The usability 
of the proposed method is not very high because a user re-
members some authentication intervals (or points) and an 
authentication action to be authenticated. Our method is 
more conscious of security than usability because it is as-
sumed to be used when high security is needed (i.e. authen-
ticating a user who enters important places such as a secret 
data storage room, a military installation, or a nuclear pow-
er plant.) 

6 RELATED WORK 

There are some authentication methods that use location 
information or user’s actions separately, but there is no re-
search that has proposed an authentication method combin-
ing them. 
Authentication methods based on user’s actions authenti-
cate users who perform actions that correspond with preset 
actions. An authentication method using a user’s hand mo-
tion [12] or tracks made by moving a PDA [11] are based 
on a user’s actions. These methods are robust for theft and 
able to change secret information. But the attacker can ob-
serve authentication actions of these methods as opposed to 
the proposed method. There are some authentication me-
thods of which an attacker can hardly observe the authenti-
cation actions. Authentication methods using a user’s brain 
signals [13] or eye gaze to choose pictures containing secret 
information [3] use invisible authentication actions. How-
ever, there methods need installation space for authentica-
tion hardware. 
There are some authentication methods that use location 
information to authenticate users. They control access right 
by a user’s current location [2] [10]. For example, if a user 
is at a place where outsiders cannot enter, an authentication 
system recognizes the user as an insider and grants various 
access rights. On the contrary, the system restricts access 
right of users who are at a place where an outsider can enter. 
These methods are suitable for access control of a remote 
system, but not for authentication of entering important 
places such as a secret data storage rooms. The concept of 
these methods is applicable to the proposed method with 
using places where an outsider cannot enter as authentica-
tion points, and it enhances the security of the proposed 
method. 
Ishihara et al. [5] proposed an authentication method us-
ing a user’s location history. In their method, a user is au-
thenticated by answering about places where he/she was. 
For example, a user indicates places on a map where he/she 
was 10, 20, 30, and 40 minutes ago to be authenticated. 
However, this method is vulnerable to tailing. This method 
uses location information as secret information, while the 
proposed method not only uses location information as se-

cret information but also uses it when a user inputs secret 
information. 

7 CO�CLUSIO�S 

This paper proposed an authentication method combining 
spatiotemporal information and actions and explained the 
authentication system based on the proposed method. In the 
proposed method, a user is authenticated when he/she per-
formed actions corresponding with correct authentication 
actions on authentication intervals (or points). Our future 
work is to evaluate the usability and security of the pro-
posed method changing spatiotemporal information and 
actions variously. Moreover, to evaluate difficulty of identi-
fying authentication actions, we will examine probability 
that an attacker is authenticated successfully when the at-
tacker observes users’ authentication actions by an experi-
ment. 
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